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Artist’s Statement

Block Topic

Understanding someone’s racial anger or aggressive stance. When we look further, we see that

often anger and violence are the result of someone feeling trapped, desperate, or violated.

Why is this issue/topic important to you? 
It has been difficult for me to understand the riots that stemmed from BLM and other protests

of the past—especially when rioters destroy their own neighborhood. What causes a person to

lash out at businesses in their own community, businesses who meant them no harm, who may

be on their side, who are owned or managed by neighbors, who employ neighbors? I want to

understand the anger behind those who moved from peaceful marchers to rioters.

When I found the following observation by meditation teacher, psychologist and author Tara

Brach, PhD., I began to understand:

Imagine you are walking in the woods and you see a dog sitting by a tree. As you approach it, it

suddenly lunges at you, teeth bared. You are frightened and angry. But then you notice that one

of its legs is caught in a trap. Immediately your mood shifts from anger to concern: You see that

the dog's aggression is coming from a place of vulnerability and pain. This applies to all of us.

When we behave in hurtful ways, it is because we are caught in some kind of trap. The more we

look through the eyes of wisdom at ourselves and one another, the more we cultivate a

compassionate heart.

The angry human, lashing out through violence, rioting, and angry words is much like the dog

trapped in a painful existence that may not, at first, be visible. My piece reminds me that when I

wonder why someone is so angry, that anger is probably an expression of built-up frustration or

the result of generational oppression.

We do not understand when we don’t see the whole story.

What elements of your design convey that importance?

I wanted to make Brach’s mental image visual, but I did not want to use a human trying to reach

out to a hurt dog because I wanted the two characters to be of equal status. So, I used two

dogs—one who doesn’t see the reason for the other’s anger, and the other caught in a trap. The

two dogs are layered atop the traditional quilted friendship star in the background.


